Capabilities Deck
2019
After the 2016 acquisition of our NYC based
experiential marketing agency, Supertouch LLC
(founded in 2004), Bignoodle was formed. Based
in San Francisco, we continue serving past clients
and performing design/build for new members of
our client family.
Note: This icon can be clicked
to open an associated video.

1. Experiential design & environment
A better overall experience can be offered when storytelling is built into
the environment. A client’s narrative can easily be lost when utilizing
multiple vendors. We marry software, hardware, and digital fabrication
in order to maintain creative cohesion within a space. Pictured at right is
the Cellure clinic (New York City) designed at an early stage with
architects. Below-center is a switchable glass enclosed demo room
called The Anomaly at Bell Labs / Lucent (New Jersey). Bottom-left is
one of several hallways made of ﬂoor-to-ceiling LED walls reacting to
passersby at Google’s Pixel and Google Home launch (San Francisco).

Case study :
AT&T Media Lab
We designed the entire lab & installed into a gutted space. 3D
printed characters representing six categories from AT&T’s
customer data were handed to guests. An RFID tag embedded in
each ﬁgurine is used to activate different interactions throughout
the space, logging users’ activity, and is used to modify the story
based on interactions along the way.

Case study : Data driven chandelier @ Davos
We built this installation in 3 weeks ﬂat! Since the deadline was so
tight, we reached for ‘low hanging fruit’ for this design. We found a
feasible path and pulled it off with readily available materials. We
fabricated these 325 individually addressable ‘pixels’ as edge-lit acrylic
and controlled them via FBX 3D objects with animation built in. This
build was showcased at Facebook’s pavilion at the World Economic
Forum in Davos, Switzerland, January 2018.

2. Interactive Mirror
A product invented entirely in-house, one would not
realize our Interactive Mirror (the 1st of its kind &
copied often) is anything but a typical household mirror
until they approach it, waking it up. Content built for
the mirror is clearly legible with perfect color rendition,
a challenge for off-the-shelf mirror products. We’ve
built it for a great variety of experiences, for example,
an experience built for Pﬁzer perfectly aligned
animations of brain and lungs to the user’s reﬂection
using face-tracking for height & position.

3. Multitouch surfaces
As one of the few early experts creating multitouch,
we have the capability to build large interactive
surfaces in unique shapes and on non-ﬂat surfaces, a
departure from the typical 16:9 rectangular TV shape.
At right is a multitouch table in the shape of Dendreon
Pharmaceutical’s logo comprising a CNC cut top.
Below is a half sphere interface developed as a crystal
ball for Palantir. Pictured below right is a multitouch
glass window with holographic foil dividing two
rooms. At right is an multitouch oak podium built for
an executive brieﬁng center for Salesforce.

Case study : Milltouch
Built for The Mill, introducing Milltouch. We have built many
shapes & sizes of multitouch interfaces, this stands out for having
won many awards & as a consistent design reference in industry
over the years. We used switchable glass & changed its state
between opaque & transparent depending on content. We laser
cut diode mounts and worked with a metal shop to build the
structure. We also modiﬁed an infrared camera with specialized
ﬁlters we had fabricated. The software was written from the
ground up using libCinder and openCV. Just about every detail of
this project was custom made resulting in a very unique experience.
We have been asked for ‘Minority Report’ countless times over the
years, in this case, we delivered.

4. Physical computing
Physical computing presents few limits and can provide
very memorable interactions. Representing tactile &
environmental interfaces, & active or passive interactions,
it is the marriage of the analog world to a curated digital
world. We can install sensors into nearly any type of
physical object. Pictured right is a sphere controlling an
on-screen Earth showing real-time seismic data.
Below-right is a real set of bicycle handlebars as the
controller in a bicycling game at a hemophilia conference
for kids who could not otherwise risk a ride on a bicycle.

Case study : NARS cosmetics
We built an “egg” of hydrocal plaster to be struck
by hammers triggered by speciﬁc hashtags.
Twitter users would employ the hashtags in an
attempt to cause a ﬁnal strike in order to win the
designer contents hidden inside. We created two
separate internet broadcasts, one for the USA &
one for Europe. Below are stills from one of many
tests performed during prototyping.

Case study : Skateboard VR Controller
As Tech Director for Helios Interactive, Alpay headed a fellowship which resulted in the creation of a hardware / software
platform shown here in the form of a skateboard. The platform could be built into any variety of object & be used as a custom
VR controller. Pictured below is a ﬁrst outing at a
public arts event where we projected the output of
a Unity game on a wall, controlled by the skateboard
wirelessly. The battery lasts for 24 hours, and the
device runs completely untethered.

5. Virtual Reality, Mixed Reality, & Augmented Reality
Technology has ﬁnally caught up to the promise of VR, & has spawned
Mixed Reality and Augmented Reality. In the case of VR, we add in
physical computing as well as custom non-standard controllers. AR spans
from mobile / tablets (Vuforia, ARkit, ARcore) to the Hololens as
technology choices. In the case of MR, we have built the largest scale MR
stage shows to date (for two VM world keynotes, at right) & more intimate
MR experiences for late stage cancer patients for Bristol Myers Squibb.
Pictured below is GE’s Augmented Theater. We have also authored
Google’s defacto instructional guide for using Tilt Brush as a mixed reality
live performance tool as well as constructing their internal MR studio.

6. Sensors
Electronics based sensors (motion, light, weight), computer vision
(blob tracking, body & face tracking, color tracking), depth / motion /
skeleton tracking (Velodyne, Orbbec, Leap) are all enablers towards a
richer story through tighter integration of the real world & digital
content. Starting an interaction by simply walking up to it (right),
changing modes based on time of day, triggering content with facial
cues (below), counting bodies within an area to modify content or for
metrics, are all possible. We were one of the ﬁrst to hack the
Microsoft Kinect, this video went viral within the developer
community.

We shot video of a doctor looking
around idly. When the sensor became
aware a user had approached the
kiosk, the doctor would react, waking
up the interaction.

Case study : Nike
This installation for a ﬂagship Nike
store in Las Vegas made use of
sensors built into the display plinth.
When the sneaker was removed from
its pedestal, a special material known
as “switchable glass” changed from a
transparent state to an opaque state,
allowing us to projection-map content
on to the large surfaces. When the
sneaker was replaced, the glass would
turn transparent again, with the
projections eliminated.

7. Projection mapping
Projection mapping has been done on a large scale far and wide. The
spectacle of bringing architecture to life through projection is impressive but
may not seem very new to audiences. We have specialized in projection
mapping on a smaller scale, from stages to mannequins & models. We’ve
developed our own workﬂow to be able to set up quickly on-site.

8. Design : 2018 Branding for Unity 3D
Unity asked us to build a generative art tool which could be used to create all
of their branding for 2018. The imagery they created with our custom tool can
be seen as the splash screen in the latest version of the Unity 3D software, as
well as variations used on their website, at Unite events worldwide, GDC
2018, and many others in the form of print and interactive installations. Work
is underway for all of 2019’s branding using our tools as well (see next slide).
Credit to Bignoodle dev and artist Osman Koc.

8. Design : 2019 Branding for Unity 3D
Unity asked us back to create their branding for 2019. After the process went
so smoothly and successfully in 2018, we worked on another round with the
folks behind the coolest game engine in town.

9. Staging
The entertainment industry is often the most daring of our
commissions. Staging has allowed us to push limits and scale
of the newest technologies. Highlights include working with
David Bowie (below) and Ornette Coleman (at Lincoln Center,
NYC & La Villette in Paris).

Kampnagel opera house in Hamburg
for Cocorosie. Projection mapping
with mirror bounces to dress multiple
layers of scrim for an intense amount
of depth and layering on a very deep
stage.
15 projectors used.

Curated by none other than David Bowie.
I was a budding video artist when I was
approached to develop an idea mr. Bowie
had as an homage to photographer
Claude Cahun. 15 projectors used.

A custom made audio
reactive visualizer,
including live tweets,
for a Gawker silent
rave event.

Projection mapping on
performers & stage for
Cocorosie, replacing all
traditional stage lights.
At Deitch Projects
gallery in New York City.

Arduino controlled audio
reactive lighting system
for a music video for
Robert Delong. The
system controlled 350
individual ﬂuorescent
tubes.

Case study : Microsoft booth &
kinetic sculpture
Bignoodle was faced with a challenging
deadline to engineer and fabricate this
complete dome, kinetic sculpture, and show
controls for a 2 year touring booth for Microsoft.
We created all technical drawings and cut ﬁles,
working with multiple shops to fabricate in
time. The paint was barely dry when the
components were crated for Microsoft Inspire
2018 in Las Vegas.

Bignoodle is a San Francisco based experiential design shop based in the neighborhood of Soma. We are seasoned
veterans in multiple contexts including design/build, physical computing, VR & AR, and authoring complete journeys for
all form of experiential design. Our most special ability is in bridging disparate conversations which don't often
translate well across multiple vendors or artists - many design/build shops aren’t as strong as us in tech, and many
interactive design shops aren’t strong on physical build. We speak both languages ﬂuently. We've built art
installations with David Bowie, toured with Ornette Coleman, and have executed staging for countless events. We've
also got many ﬁrsts including the invention of our Interactive Mirror, copied many times over the years.
Employment statement :
Alpay Kasal, founder of Bignoodle makes it his duty to create a safe work environment for a staff comprising women,
BIPOC, LGBQTIA, people with disabilities, recent immigrants, and our younger staff. Alpay proudly focuses on
providing opportunities for underrepresented talent in tech. The network effects of representation at home & within
one’s community can lead to magical outcomes. Undoing a history of media bias and the inspiring of younger
generations to enter the tech ﬁeld is a one way to diversify opportunity, wealth, and the entire tech sector.
Highwater echoes the philosophies & mission statements of Founders for Change, AllRaise, Time’s Up, Calasian,
SFAACC, and HCCSF Chambers of Commerce.

Thank you.

Thank you.
contact alpay@bignoodle.com

